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How many cups of water would be needed to fill a one liter container?
Estimate first then measure.

Find the difference between your estimation and the actual number.

Which item did you need to fill the most with water  to equal 1 L? 

Why did you need so many of them? 

Which item did you need to fill the least with water  to equal 1 L? 

Why did you need so few of them? 

How many cups of water would be equal to 2 L? 

How many spoons of water would be equal to 2 L? 

How many will equal 
one liter?

Estimation Number
needed

Difference

Cups

Small jars

Large spoons

Small cans

Margarine tubs

Glue stick lids

Small yogurt tubs

Your choice:

YOU NEED:
1 L container
assorted small
containers
water

How many liters of water does each container hold? 
Estimate first then measure.

Find the difference between your estimation and the actual measurement.

Container with the: largest capacity: ________________ ; smallest capacity: _________________ .

How many of these containers could be filled using one bucket of water? 

Ice cream container ___ Milk bottle ___ Soft drink bottle ___ Juice bottle ___ Lunch box ___

How many of these containers could be filled using two buckets of water?

Ice cream container ___ Milk bottle ___ Soft drink bottle ___ Juice bottle ___ Lunch box ___

Capacity to be 
measured

Estimation 
in L

Measurement Difference

Small ice cream container

Bucket

Milk bottle

Juice bottle

Detergent bottle

Tray

Lunch box

Soft drink bottle

Your choice:

YOU NEED:
1 L container
assorted 
containers
water
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ANSWER KEY

How many cups of water would be needed to fill a one liter container?
Estimate first then measure.

Find the difference between your estimation and the actual number.

Which item did you need to fill the most with water  to equal 1 L? 

Why did you need so many of them? 

Which item did you need to fill the least with water  to equal 1 L? 

Why did you need so few of them? 

How many cups of water would be equal to 2 L? 

How many spoons of water would be equal to 2 L? 

How many will equal 
one liter?

Estimation Number
needed

Difference

Cups

Small jars

Large spoons

Small cans

Margarine tubs

Glue stick lids

Small yogurt tubs

Your choice:

YOU NEED:
1 L container
assorted small
containers
water

How many liters of water does each container hold? 
Estimate first then measure.

Find the difference between your estimation and the actual measurement.

Container with the: largest capacity: ________________ ; smallest capacity: _________________ .

How many of these containers could be filled using one bucket of water? 

Ice cream container ___ Milk bottle ___ Soft drink bottle ___ Juice bottle ___ Lunch box ___

How many of these containers could be filled using two buckets of water?

Ice cream container ___ Milk bottle ___ Soft drink bottle ___ Juice bottle ___ Lunch box ___

Capacity to be 
measured

Estimation 
in L

Measurement Difference

Small ice cream container

Bucket

Milk bottle

Juice bottle

Detergent bottle

Tray

Lunch box

Soft drink bottle

Your choice:

YOU NEED:
1 L container
assorted 
containers
water

Because it is the smallest, it holds the least amount of water so I needed more refills.

Because it is the biggest, it holds the most amount of water so I needed less refills.
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